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RESEAU SUR LE CHANGEMENT CLIMATIQUE RDC DRC CLIMATE
CHANGE NETWORK (RCCRDC)
Adresse: CADRE-GOMA, Q/Kasika, Av du fleuve, Route Sake, Station
Victoire
Tel : +243995581769, +256759867779, GOMA - RD.CONGO.
c/o B.P : 75757 Kampala, Uganda
Email : info.rccrdc@gmail.com,

PACJA WEEK ACTION October- November,2013
REPORT OF THE MEETING OF AWARENESS ON CLIMATE CHANGE IN MASISI ZONE
THROUGH THE PLANTING OF TREES ON THE SAKE ROAD - MASISI.
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Fig 1
OCTOBER – NOVEMBER, 2013
1. RESUME CONTEXTUEL
Since its launch the Network on Climate Change in the DRC in June 2013, the structure
has made little awareness and distribution of agro-forest trees seedlings in
strengthening the fight against climate change in the country in particular and the world
in general as advocated by the policy of the DRC government with the REDD + program.
With its representation in Goma, Masisi is the scope of choice for these kinds of activities
in which the network is working with other actors involved in the environmental theme.
Thanks to its normal financial partner PACJA, the network has made the activity PACJA
WEEK OF ACTION FOR CLIMATE JUSTIC in French: Week of Action for Climate Justice.
And through these outreach sessions, the population including benefit new mechanisms
in place to deal with this scourge which may destroy the world if everyone's conscience
is not awake.
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At the beginning of the activity, logistics process at the reception and introduction of
participants, as the focal point in turn launched the opening remarks of the session, after
the chief town took Lutobogo speech and thanked the participants have answered yes to
the call by the network.Note that the session began with a small delay of 30 minutes, so
30 instead of 10 am 10 am 00 as originally planned, the focal point has given all possible
explanations and clarification on climate change, he introduced RCCRDC network giving
its origin, its mission, its activities, its partners and its scope.

Fig2.From right to left the focal point of the two authorities and RCCRDC headed locality
Lutobogo and the police chief of Sake, three speakers during the session.
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2. PURPOSE OF ACTIVITY
Overall objective:
- The activity was planned in the PACJA week activity in DR.Congo
Encourage the local community to know and claim justice in the operation and sharing
of natural resources to prevent climate change.
Specific objectives:
-

Analysis engines that can accelerate climate change in the Masisi territory.

-

Advocate for actions that lead to justice in the exploitation of natural resources in

order to address the factors causing climate change.
-

Claim damages to African countries by industrialized countries that are polluters

Mission: To mitigate the adverse effects of climate change in Masisi-Sake
Activities:
-

Reforestation and conservation of forests through planting trees wherever we

operate;
-

Advocating for the involvement of civil society on all levels,
Promote and mainstream gender in climate change adaptation and alteration

measures
-

Advocate for policy reforms Environmental Management

-

etc.

Partners:
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-

The general population,

-

PCJA head quarters in Nairobi and helps us this time with small funds to carry out

our activities including the launch of the RCC Network in DRC
-

Organizations of Civil Society stakeholders in the environmental theme
3. AWARENESS PROPREMENDITE
The actual implementation of this activity need first:

-

contacts and evaluation of the state of play in the middle by polls
Meetings with local authorities to discuss issues around climate change in the

territory
-

Awareness and proposing measures to mitigate the negative impact of climate

change among other reforestation
-

Radio and television broadcast on two channels (voice Mishapi TV, RTGB) for

wide dissemination of awareness programs
-

The monitoring and reporting.

-

During the implementation of the educational session: concerted, good planning,

90% of guests responded preparations, participation was active and effective, the timing
and the timing of respected 8O%, good succession stakeholder activities.As
opportunities, it should be noted that the "RCC" is the first structure of national thought
to climate change in the Group of Kamuronza, the event has attracted the interest of
both participants, local leaders and local authorities invited The media coverage was
wide by 2 channels including voice Mishapi TV and RTGB.
-

The objectives were achieved: Encourage the local community to know and claim

justice in the operation and sharing of natural resources to prevent climate change.
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It notes:
-

The promise of collaboration on the part of the population of Sake-Masisi, support

and advocacy on the part of local leaders;
-

Good appreciation of the role of RCCRDC choosing Masisi as scope of its activities;
4. TIME AND PLACE OF BUSINESS.

The activity was a day is Saturday, November 2, 2013 at Lutobogo but monitoring can
take a long time for the exploitation of the results of this activity.

5. PROFILE BENEFICIERES
These actions have affected all segments of the local population in general, local leaders,
local

authorities
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6. CAUSES, CONSEQUENCES AND MITIGATION OF CLIMATE CHANGE:



Causes: the focal point with the participation gave some causes of climate change
such as cutting wood for profit (embers, construction boards, etc.) without
planting others as we board the Forest Act;



Adverse consequences: erosion, landslide, disruption of growing seasons, famine,
and disease and death.



Mitigation: To mitigate the adverse impacts of climate change, the focal point
with all participants opted for the operation of planting trees throughout the
territory of Masisi far as is possible, thus preserving and reforestation of forests
according to the principle and implement REDD + IWRM (Integrated
Management of Water Resources ) In water services and environmental
protection in order to contribute to the sustainable management of the
environment.
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Fig4. An example of the hills overhanging the town of Sake and deserve the intervention
of IWRM to protect the city in the valley and the existence of these two schools (Official
Institute Sake) that are exposed to destruction by erosion and landslides because the
soil is bare
7. RESULTS ACHIEVED:
-

1,000 trees were planted along the road LUTOBOGO-SAKE for its protection,
The public already knows the importance of trees in mitigating the negative

impact of climate change,
-

Policies and strategies for monitoring and selecting ideal species to be planted

and established mastered by the population,
-

Claim rights of the community on the activities of polluters and operators of forest

materials through the manifestation of the participants in the room.

8. GAMES OF QUESTIONS OF PARTICIPANTS
Felicien advice Network to plant trees but lack of space because it is landlock at
lutobogo;
A participant raises the question of whether the class members SCN, if they are legal or
natural persons?
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Fig5. The speaker Felicien poses the question in full session
1. RECOMMENDATIONS


The RCCRDC do more advocacy with the Congolese government for the areas
(especially public) unoccupied in Masisi are wooded to contribute to the fight
against climate change;



The RCCRDC do advocacy to reduce bikuyu (farms) which are also the basis for
logging in Masisi;



That the rather RCCRDC intervene to combat erosion and landslide in
the town of Lutobogo
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Fig6.Ms. Georgette makes its recommendation to the focal point in full session

9. TREE PLANTING AND SIGNATURE OF MAPS:

Fig 7. Ceremony of planting trees along the road Lutobogo-Sake and the head of the
village of Lutobogo èr plant 1 tree, even the women are interested in the business
because they know the benefits of tree after sensibiolisation
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Fig8.After the cards are signed by all participants, they have raised a sign to demand
climate justice, that polluters (industrialized countries) pay the African countries,
sharing just and rational exploitation of natural resources to prevent climate change .
At the end of our agenda to 13h 30, a series of three interventions ensued fenced for the
session:
- One participant spoke on behalf of other in order thank the organizers of the activity,
but also he made a caputulation of raising awareness about the climate change learned
throughout the session
- A word from the chief town Lutobogo who also thanked for the RCCRDC with his
partner PACJA for choosing Masisi territory as its scope
- The focal point of the RCC / Ground thank first PACJA partner for financial support, he
then thanked the local authorities for their Sake manifested flexibility and finally he
thanked the people for having expressed a desire to appropriate actions RCC / Ground
because these actions again contribute to our life expectancy.
At 14:00, the teaching team RCC / DRC returned to Goma after a cocktail
Done at Goma November 3, 2013
For RCC / DRC
Appolinaire ZAGABE, Executif Director

Christophe MWIKIZANGABO
Secretary
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VENTILATION OF THE BUDGET USED

DESCRIPTION

Montant (USD)

Medias (Mishapi TV, RTGB, Mushwira FM)

250

Transport team RCC

50

Rafraichments

200

(calicots, cards and other)

450

Preparation mission et and other

50

Trees

300

Communication et reportage

50

TOTAL

1350

Attached
The AGENDE of awareness day

AGENDA OF THE DAY AWARENESS ON CLIMATE CHANGE IN THE TERRITORY OF
MASISI.
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.
N°

TIME

ACTIVITIES

RESPONSIBLE

1

9H-9H 30

Welcome and et arrangment of

logistic

participants
2

9H 30-10H

Opening work :

Christophe

 Word of the focal RCC/RDC

Chair person

 Word of the Chair person of

Chair person

Kamuronza
 Word of the chair person of
Lutobogo zone
3

10H-11H

Different presentations, explanations
and teaching about climate change.
 Presentation of the network
RCC/RDC
-

Origine, mission et
activities

-

PACJA

 Climate Change
-

The signes of climate
change

-

the causes

-

Les consequences on the
human being

-

Les measures of atenuation
(preservation et
aforestation) / REDD+

 Other interventions :
-

Questions and feedback of
the participants.

-
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precison
4

11H-12H

Actions de plaidoyer, plantation

Logistic

d’arbres et autres
 Filling of the card/PACJA week
action
 Tree planting along Sake –
Masisi
 Rafraichissement
5

12H-12H
30

Closing of the ceremony
 Word of one of the participants
participant
 Word of the chair person
 Word of the focal ofRCC/RDC

6

13H
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Return of theRCCRDC team to Goma

team

